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Cascaded HOG on GPU Kento Tarui, Seiya Kumada, and Hideo Terada AquaCast Corporation



Abstract: We propose a real time HOG based object detector implemented on GPU. To accelerate the detection process, the proposed method uses two serially-cascaded HOG detectors. The first low dimensional HOG detector discards detection windows obviously not including target objects. It reduces the computational cost of the second high dimensional HOG detector. This method is tested on 640x480 color image and the same size movie. The computation time decreases to 70ms per image. That is 4 times faster than a case of single detector. This method provides real time performance even on middle end GPUs such as GeForce GTS 250.



1. Introduction



computational



HOG (Histogram of Oriented Gradient) [1] is



dimensional HOG based detector.



cost



of



the



second



high



known as one of the best object detection



The important algorithms of the proposed



algorithms in the computer vision. It is a kind of



method are described in the section 2. The section



the sliding window algorithms. That is, the



3 mentions the detailed implementation of the



method to search every partial rectangle area



method. Finally, the experimental results are



called detection window extracted from all over



shown in 4.



the image to analyze whether it contains an object



performance, HOG is computationally expensive



2. Structure and Cascaded HOG



like most of other sliding window algorithms.



2.1 Overview of the Cascaded HOG



or



not.



Despite



its



high



object



detection



Therefore, we propose a real time HOG based



Algorithm



of



A HOG detector consists of a calculator of HOG



object detector implemented on GPU by NVIDIA



features,



CUDA



other



elements represent the bins of histograms of



implementations of HOG on GPU, such as [2] [3].



oriented gradients for each detection window, and



The first attempt to implement HOG on GPU is



a classifier of features such as SVM [4].



framework.



There



are



some



[3]. A real time HOG on High end GPU is attained in [4] at first time. The proposed method is faster



which



calculates



a



vector



whose



The flow of the Cascaded HOG is shown in Figure 1. Main steps are numbered from 1-6.



than them and performs in real time even on



The input image is obtained by the HOST and



middle end GPUs such as GeForce GTS 250. To



transferred to the GPU. The steps 1 and 2



accelerate the detection process, the Cascaded



compute the gradients and orientations of the



HOG uses two serially-cascaded HOG based



input image and create the integral images. The



detectors. The first detector, which employed the



steps 3-5 construct an object detector. The output



low



discards



of the first Coarse Detector is a set of detection



detection windows obviously not including target



windows, each of which the detector considers to



objects, e.g., sky, roads, walls, etc. It reduces the



be containing a target object. The second Fine



dimensional



HOG



descriptor,



Detector is applied only to the output of the



use HOG based detector in the first stage, the cost



Coarse Detector. Therefore the time time-consuming



is able to be reduced by calculating calcula the integral



Fine Detector etector only has to search a part of the



images [6] of magnitude of gradient for each



sliding windows all over the image. An object



orientation bin in a histogram. histogram Once the integral



detector repeats the computations of step 3 to 5



images are obtained, they hey are able to be used in



for scale changes of the image. Because the sizes



both Coarse and Fine detectors. detectors They also allow



of the target object could vary in different images images,



us to compute a histogram bin only by 3 additions



the object detection should be tried in diverse



(Figure 2),, no matter how many elements for



sizes for each image. After the SVM scores are



binning are contained in the target region.



computed,, they are transferred back to the HOST.



According to [7],, this integral image approach



In generally, several windows are detected around



speeds up the HOG detector, detector but does not fit a



a target object. Therefore, the step 6 merges those



Gaussian mask and the tri-linear tri interpolation in



windows into a single resulting window.



histogram binning suggested by [1]. We propose a pseudo



2.2. Integral images of Gradients



method



of



them.



Their



detailed



implementations are described in the t section 3.



Although it is computationally expensive to



Figure 1: Flow of the Cascaded HOG



Figure 2: The sum of the pixels within a rectangle in a integral image. image. The sum of a rectangular sub sub--region is computed in 3 operations.



3. Implementation of Cascaded HOG on GPU



use the convolution kernel [-1, [ 0, 1] by rows and



In



detailed



columns to compute te the gradients according to [1].



implementation of the Cascade HOG along the



This step is processed by a kernel and each pixel



flow in the Figure 1. This method is implemented



can be mapped to a CUDA thread, so we use M



by CUDA 2.3.



threads.



this



section



we



describe



the



second image of the allocated memory space. We



After the gradient images are computed, the



3.1 Create Integral Images of Gradient



integral images are calculated for each image. We



HOG features are a set of local histograms of



adopt a divide and conquer approach. Each image



oriented



integral images of



is divided into L x K sub-regions sub and integral



gradients are calculated for every orientat orientation bin



images are computed for each sub-region: sub (a) A



in the step 1 and 2.



row pixel is mapped to a CUDA thread and



gradients.



The



Let the histogram bin size be N and the



summed up along the column. (b) After that, a



image size be M. Then, M x N of the memory



column pixel is mapped to a CUDA thread and



space is allocated on the GPU. The gradients are



summed up along the row (Figure 3). Then, the



calculated



the



integral images for each sub-region sub are created.



magnitudess of the gradients are stored in the



Next, the entire integral images image are calculated:



allocated memory space by their orientation. The



(c) A pixel in a sub-region in the second of the L



magnitude



is



rows is mapped ped to a CUDA thread threa and added to



interpolated by its orientation and its relative



the bottommost pixel in the next superior



position in the detection window in [1]. However,



sub-region. This his calculation is repeated to L-th L



it is impossible to consider detection windows at



rows. (d) After that,, a pixel in a sub-region sub in the



this is



linear



k-th column is mapped to a CUDA thread and



interpolation method only by orientations orientations. If the



added to the rightmost pixel in the left sub-region sub



orientation of a pixel’s gradient should be voted in



repeatedly from second to K-th K column (Figure 4).



the second bin and the orientation value is lesser



Finally, the entire integral images for each



than the center of the second bin,, its magnitude



histogram bin are obtained.



for



each



value



process.



of



image



a



Therefore,



pixel



pixel’ss



we



and



gradient



use



a



value is interpolated and stored in the first and



Figure 3: Create integral images images in subsub-regions. regions.



Figure 4: Create integral images in entire images images. Left Image shows (c) and right image shows (d)



Figure 5: Approximated Gaussian. The Gaussian weights are discretized by the value d (pixels).



3.2. Calculate HOG features



(block) consisting of some cells in a detection



A local histogram is computed for a rectangular



window. The histogram binning and its blockwise



region (cell) and normalized in a larger region



normalization are computed in the step 3 and 4.



The HOG features of all the possible detection windows are calculated in parallel at an



score is greater than zero, it is considered to contain a target object.



image scale. Let the histogram bin size be N, the



This process is computed in two kernels. The



number of cells in a block be M, the number of



first kernel calculates the partial inner products.



blocks in a detection window be L, and the



The HOG feature of a detection window is divided



number of windows at an image scale be K. A cell



and mapped to the corresponding CUDA thread



is mapped to a CUDA thread. A local histogram is



blocks. A partial inner product is computed with



computed by calculating sums of the integral



the parallel reduction in each CUDA thread



images created in step 2 and the values of the



blocks. The second kernel sums up the partial



bins are summed up for the normalization. When



inner



a local histogram is calculated, an approximated



calculations are performed in parallel for all



Gaussian is applied as shown in Figure 5. We use



windows.



products



for



each



window.



These



a Gaussian with σ=8 according to [1] and d=8 in



Figure 5. Next, sums of the local histograms are



4. Experimental Results



summed up in a block for the normalization.



Several benchmarks are performed on PC with



Finally, blockwise normalizations are performed



Windows XP Version 2002 SP3, 2.83GHz Intel



by dividing all histogram bins in a block by the



Core2 Quad CPU, 2GB RAM, and NVIDIA



square norm of the obtained sum in the block.



GeForce GTS 250 GPU.



Then, the HOG features for all detection windows at an image scale are calculated.



We compare the proposed method to [2] and [3] in computation time on a 640x480 color image. The properties of the detectors (the second



3.3. Compute SVM Scores



detector in our cascaded case) are determined by



The step 5 computes the SVM scores for every



following [1]: voting into 9 orientation bins in



detected window by the detectors. We use a soft



0-180; 16x16 pixel blocks of four 8x8 cells; 64x128



margin linear SVM, whose margin is 0.1, as the



detection window. In the case of our cascaded



same as [1]. We trains it with LIBLINEAR [5]



detector, the properties of the second detector are



because of its faster training time than the other



the same as the others [1] [2] [3]. The first



well known SVM libraries.



detector differs from the second at the following



The score is the inner product of the HOG feature vector of a detection window and the



points: 10x10 pixel blocks of four 5x5 cells; 10x20 detection window.



weight vector of the trained SVM model. If the



[Wojek, 2008]



[Prisacariu, 2009]



Ours(not cascade)



Ours (cascade)



8800 Ultra



200ms



-



-



-



GTX 285



-



80ms



-



-



GTS 250



-



157ms



282ms



73ms



Table 1: Processing Times for a 640x480 color image on different GPUs



Table1



shows



a



benchmark



comparing



computational



times



between



the



proposed propo



computational time for a 640x480 color image to



detector and the detector in [2] does not result



[2] and [3]. The results of [2] on 8800 Ultra and



from only the difference ference of GPU performance.



[3] on GTX 285 is referred to their publication.



The proposed method aims a real time



Because the implementation of [3] is available, its



application. Therefore, we e also tested our method



processing time on GTS 250 is able to be obtained.



on a 640x480 color movie about 15 seconds of



This shows that the proposed cascaded HOG



30fps. Figure 6 shows that the Cascaded HOG



based detector is considerable faster than the



can process a frame about 70ms constantly



detector of [3].. Furthermore, 73ms is sufficient to



whether the frame contains target objects or not.



real time applications.



By



taking



this



cascaded



structure,



the



It is also able to be mentioned reasonab reasonably, the



computation time decreases to about 70ms per



proposed detector is faster than the detector of [2].



image. That is 4 times faster than a case of



Table 2 shows a comparison of specifications of



original single detector.



GPUs in Table 1. It shows that the difference of



8800 Ultra



GTX 285



GTS 250



Compute Capability



1.0



1.2



1.1



Multiprocessors



16



30



16



CUDA Cores



128



240



128



Core Clock (SP Clock)



612MHz (1500MHz)



648MHz (1476MHz)



738MHz (1836MHz)



Mem. Clock (bus width)



2160MHz (384bit)



2484MHz (512bit)



2200MHz (256bit)



Table 2: Comparison of specifications of GPUs



Figure 6: Processing time of the Cascaded HOG on 640x480 color movie of 30fps



5. Conclusions



[7] Qiang Zhu, Shai Avidan, Mei-Chen Yeh, and



The method of the Cascaded of HOG is proposed



Kwang-Ti Cheng, "Fast Human Detection Using a



and its implementation on GPU by CUDA



Cascade of Histograms of Oriented Gradients,"



framework is presented.



Proceedings of the Conference on Computer Vision



The results of the experiments above show that the Cascaded HOG speeds up more than 2 times than the conventional methods. Our experiment on a movie shows that the proposed method can process a frame in about 70ms. The proposed method provides real time performance even on middle end GPUs such as GeForce GTS 250.
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